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Status of this Memo

   This memo defines an Experimental Protocol for the Internet
   community.  It does not specify an Internet standard of any kind.
   Discussion and suggestions for improvement are requested.
   Distribution of this memo is unlimited.

Copyright Notice

   Copyright (C) The Internet Society (1999).  All Rights Reserved.

Abstract

   This memo describes extensions to the OSPF [ Moy98] protocol to
   support QoS routes.  The focus of this document is on the algorithms
   used to compute QoS routes and on the necessary modifications to OSPF
   to support this function, e.g., the information needed, its format,
   how it is distributed, and how it is used by the QoS path selection
   process.  Aspects related to how QoS routes are established and
   managed are also briefly discussed.  The goal of this document is to
   identify a framework and possible approaches to allow deployment of
   QoS routing capabilities with the minimum possible impact to the
   existing routing infrastructure.

   In addition, experience from an implementation of the proposed
   extensions in the GateD environment [ Con], along with performance
   measurements is presented.
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1. Introduction

   In this document, we describe a set of proposed additions to the OSPF
   routing protocol (these additions have been implemented on top of the
   GateD [ Con] implementation of OSPF V2 [Moy98]) to support Quality-
   of-Service (QoS) routing in IP networks.  Support for QoS routing can
   be viewed as consisting of three major components:

   1. Obtain the information needed to compute QoS paths and select a
      path capable of meeting the QoS requirements of a given request,

   2. Establish the path selected to accommodate a new request,

   3. Maintain the path assigned for use by a given request.

   Although we touch upon aspects related to the last two components,
   the focus of this document is on the first one.  In particular, we
   discuss the metrics required to support QoS, the extension to the
   OSPF link state advertisement mechanism to propagate updates of QoS
   metrics, and the modifications to the path selection to accommodate
   QoS requests.  The goal of the extensions described in this document
   is to improve performance for QoS flows (likelihood to be routed on a
   path capable of providing the requested QoS), with minimal impact on
   the existing OSPF protocol and its current implementation.  Given the
   inherent complexity of QoS routing, achieving this goal obviously
   implies trading-off "optimality" for "simplicity", but we believe
   this to be required in order to facilitate deployment of QoS routing
   capabilities.

   In addition to describing the proposed extensions to the OSPF
   protocol, this document also reports experimental data based on
   performance measurements of an implementation done on the GateD
   platform (see Section 4).

1.1. Overall Framework

   We consider a network (1) that supports both best-effort packets and
   packets with QoS guarantees.  The way in which the network resources
   are split between the two classes is irrelevant, except for the
   assumption that each QoS capable router in the network is able to
   dedicate some of its resources to satisfy the requirements of QoS
   packets.  QoS capable routers are also assumed capable of identifying
   and advertising resources that remain available to new QoS flows.  In
   addition, we limit ourselves to the case where all the routers
   involved support the QoS extensions described in this document, i.e.,
   we do not consider the problem of establishing a route in a
   heterogeneous environment where some routers are QoS-capable and
   others are not.  Furthermore, in this document, we focus on the case
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   of unicast flows, although many of the additions we define are
   applicable to multicast flows as well.

   We assume that a flow with QoS requirements specifies them in some
   fashion that is accessible to the routing protocol.  For example,
   this could correspond to the arrival of an RSVP [RZB+97] PATH
   message, whose TSpec is passed to routing together with the
   destination address.  After processing such a request, the routing
   protocol returns the path that it deems the most suitable given the
   flow’s requirements.  Depending on the scope of the path selection
   process, this returned path could range from simply identifying the
   best next hop, i.e., a hop-by-hop path selection model, to specifying
   all intermediate nodes to the destination, i.e., an explicit route
   model.  The nature of the path being returned impacts the operation
   of the path selection algorithm as it translates into different
   requirements for constructing and returning the appropriate path
   information.  However, it does not affect the basic operation of the
   path selection algorithm (2).

   For simplicity and also because it is the model currently supported
   in the implementation (see Section 4 for details), in the rest of
   this document we focus on the hop-by-hop path selection model.  The
   additional modifications required to support an explicit routing
   model are discussed in appendix D, but are peripheral to the main
   focus of this document which concentrates on the specific extensions
   to the OPSF protocol to support computation of QoS routes.

   In addition to the problem of selecting a QoS path and possibly
   reserving the corresponding resources, one should note that the
   successful delivery of QoS guarantees requires that the packets of
   the associated "QoS flow" be forwarded on the selected path.  This
   typically requires the installation of corresponding forwarding state
   in the router.  For example, with RSVP [RZB+97] flows a classifier
   entry is created based on the filter specs contained in the RESV
   message.  In the case of a Differentiated Service [ KNB98] setting,
   the classifier entry may be based on the destination address (or
   prefix) and the corresponding value of the DS byte.  The mechanisms
   described in this document are at the control path level and are,
   therefore, independent of data path mechanisms such as the packet
   classification method used.  Nevertheless, it is important to notice
   that consistent delivery of QoS guarantees implies stability of the
   data path.  In particular, while it is possible that after a path is
   first selected, network conditions change and result in the
   appearance of "better" paths, such changes should be prevented from
   unnecessarily affecting existing paths.  In particular, switching
   over to a new (and better) path should be limited to specific
   conditions, e.g., when the initial selection turns out to be
   inadequate or extremely "expensive".  This aspect is beyond the scope
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   of QoS routing and belongs to the realm of path management, which is
   outside the main focus of this document.  However, because of its
   potentially significant impact on the usefulness of QoS routing, we
   briefly outline a possible approach to path management.

   Avoiding unnecessary changes to QoS paths requires that state
   information be maintained for each QoS path after it has been
   selected.  This state information is used to track the validity of
   the path, i.e., is the current path adequate or should QoS routing be
   queried again to generate a new and potentially better path.  We say
   that a path is "pinned" when its state specifies that QoS routing
   need not be queried anew, while a path is considered "un-pinned"
   otherwise.  The main issue is then to define how, when, and where
   path pinning and un-pinning is to take place, and this will typically
   depend on the mechanism used to request QoS routes.  For example,
   when the RSVP protocol is the mechanism being used, it is desirable
   that path management be kept as synergetic as possible with the
   existing RSVP state management.  In other words, pinning and un-
   pinning of paths should be coordinated with RSVP soft states, and
   structured so as to require minimal changes to RSVP processing rules.
   A broad RSVP-routing interface that enables this is described in
   [ GKR97].  Use of such an interface in the context of reserving
   resources along an explicit path with RSVP is discussed in [GLG+97].
   Details of path management and a means for avoiding loops in case of
   hop-by-hop path setup can be found in [ GKH97], and are not addressed
   further in this document.

1.2. Simplifying Assumptions

   In order to achieve our goal of minimizing impact to the existing
   protocol and implementation, we impose certain restrictions on the
   range of extensions we initially consider to support QoS. The first
   restriction is on the type of additional (QoS) metrics that will be
   added to Link State Advertisements (LSAs) for the purpose of
   distributing metrics updates.  Specifically, the extensions to LSAs
   that we initially consider, include only available bandwidth and
   delay.  In addition, path selection is itself limited to considering
   only bandwidth requirements.  In particular, the path selection
   algorithm selects paths capable of satisfying the bandwidth
   requirement of flows, while at the same time trying to minimize the
   amount of network resources that need to be allocated, i.e., minimize
   the number of hops used.

   This focus on bandwidth is adequate in most instances, and meant to
   keep initial complexity at an acceptable level.  However, it does not
   fully capture the complete range of potential QoS requirements.  For
   example, a delay-sensitive flow of an interactive application could
   be put on a path using a satellite link, if that link provided a
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